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Abstract

Open world object detection aims to identify objects of
unseen categories and incrementally recognize them once
their annotations are provided. In distinction to the tra-
ditional paradigm that is limited to predefined categories,
this setting promises a continual and generalizable way
of estimating objectness using class-agnostic information.
However, achieving such decorrelation between objectness
and class information proves challenging. Without explicit
consideration, existing methods usually exhibit low recall
on unknown objects and can misclassify them into known
classes. To address this problem, we exploit three levels
of orthogonality in the detection process: First, the object-
ness and classification heads are disentangled by operat-
ing on separate sets of features that are orthogonal to each
other in a devised polar coordinate system. Secondly, a pre-
diction decorrelation loss is introduced to guide the detec-
tor towards more general and class-independent prediction.
Furthermore, we propose a calibration scheme that helps
maintain orthogonality throughout the training process to
mitigate catastrophic interference and facilitate incremen-
tal learning of previously unseen objects. Our method is
comprehensively evaluated on open world and incremental
object detection benchmarks, demonstrating its effective-
ness in detecting both known and unknown objects. Code
and models are available at this link.

1. Introduction

Object detection, a fundamental task in computer vision,
has conventionally followed a closed-world paradigm. De-
spite remarkable advances in this approach [4, 18, 59], it
is limited by the assumption that all object classes to be de-
tected are predefined and known during training. This inher-
ently hinders the detector from identifying unseen objects
and learning about newfound objects in the evolving world.
To address these limitations, Joseph et al. [30] recently drew
inspiration from open world recognition [2] and proposed a
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Figure 1. Motivation for enforcing orthogonality in open world
object detection. (a) In the presence of evolving unknown classes,
off-the-shelf detectors can easily neglect or misclassify unknown
objects. This is largely due to the model’s overreliance on class
information to predict objectness, which we resolve by orthogo-
nalizing them. (b) For example, by projecting features onto a polar
coordinate system and having the decision boundary for objectness
(by radius) to be orthogonal to that for categories (by angle), such
interference could be mitigated. See the text for more approaches.

new setup called open world object detection, which tackles
object detection in a more adaptable way by autonomously
discovering unknown objects and incrementally recogniz-
ing them after oracle annotation, thus enabling the detector
to operate continuously in an open world.

However, embracing this new open-world setting raises
several key challenges due to the open-set [9, 53] and in-
cremental [65] nature of the problem. Pivotally, the model
should generalize to detect unknown objects and correctly
assign them to a special unknown category. It also needs to
adaptively incorporate new object knowledge without inter-
fering with known classes. To these ends, a number of new
methods [21, 30, 49, 50, 71, 85] have been developed. Un-
fortunately, their performance in this regard is usually sub-
par, as evidenced by the low recall for unknown classes and
a tendency to confuse unknown objects with known ones.
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Our key insight is to explain the deficiencies of previous
methods by the dependency between their objectness and
class predictions. The underlying rationale is twofold: First,
because existing models [21, 50] often detect unknown ob-
jects by transferring class-specific information from known
classes, some general objectness cues (e.g., shape) that are
less prominent in previous distributions may be overlooked.
This compromises the recall for unknown objects, espe-
cially for those that do not share a similar visual appearance.
Secondly, the reliance on class-related information for ob-
jectness prediction leads to correlated decision boundaries
in their feature spaces, as depicted in Fig. 1a. As a result,
the unseen objects detected tend to resemble the known ob-
jects and are therefore more likely to be confused with them,
which also introduces extra interference across incremental
learning phases. More evidence for this newly considered
correlation is included in subsequent sections.

To mitigate the above interference between objectness
and class information, we are inspired by the literature on
disentangling via orthogonalization [6, 41, 70] and propose
to enforce orthogonality in both the feature space and the
prediction space of our detector. Specifically, for the fea-
ture space, we adopt a polar coordinate system that decom-
poses each object feature into two orthogonal components,
i.e., magnitude and direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The
two components are then used separately for objectness and
class prediction, where magnitude corresponds to object-
ness as larger magnitudes indicate more significant objects,
while different directions encode information about both
known and unknown classes. Here, the unknown class is
discriminated by a heuristic strategy that identifies out-of-
distribution proposals with low prediction confidence [25].
Moreover, to enhance the orthogonality between objectness
and class information, we introduce a decorrelation loss in
the prediction space that penalizes the statistical correlation
between objectness and class predictions. Together, these
two designs promote more class-independent detection re-
sults, which is shown to substantially improve model per-
formance for known and unknown objects, enabling better
object discovery in open world object detection.

We further notice that the effectiveness of our proposed
orthogonalization scheme could be undermined during in-
cremental learning of newly presented objects, as feature
orthogonality no longer holds under dramatic shifts in the
class distribution. To address this issue, we develop a cross-
task calibration layer that aligns the feature spaces of differ-
ent tasks for joint orthogonalization (the term “calibration”
is adopted from [66]). Concretely, the calibration layer is in-
terleaved before the objectness and class prediction heads,
and learns a set of task-specific affine transformations on
object features to rectify the potential representation shift
due to task changes. And during inference, we employ a
routing algorithm to estimate the task for each object pro-

posal and perform calibration transformation accordingly.
This allows the model to continuously maintain orthogo-
nality and thus produce more general and class-independent
prediction under evolving object distributions.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows:
• We investigate the previously-neglected correlation be-

tween objectness and class information in open world
object detection, and address it with a feature orthogo-
nalization scheme and a decorrelation loss that jointly
promote class-independent prediction.

• A cross-task calibration layer is devised to maintain fea-
ture orthogonality during incremental learning, which
also helps to mitigate catastrophic forgetting on previ-
ously encountered object classes.

• Comprehensive experiments on two open world bench-
marks (M-OWODB and S-OWODB) and an incremen-
tal benchmark (PASCAL VOC) clearly illustrate that our
method achieves new state-of-the-art performances.

2. Related work

Object detection has witnessed significant progress in
the model families of R-CNN [17, 18, 24, 60], YOLO [59],
and DETR [4, 84]. To enhance their real-world capa-
bilities, many new research settings have been proposed.
Shmelkov et al. [65] introduced incremental object detec-
tion [10, 15, 31, 32, 42, 43, 57, 69, 79], which studies
continual learning [8, 61] of new objects without catas-
trophic forgetting [52]. More recently, open-set object de-
tection [9, 22, 36, 37, 44, 53, 63] and open-vocabulary ob-
ject detection [11, 14, 19, 34, 45, 54, 72, 81–83] go be-
yond predefined categories by considering unknown objects
and broader vocabularies, respectively. These research di-
rections underscore the intricacies of open-world scenarios,
calling for a more comprehensive approach.

Open world object detection, pioneered by Joseph et
al. [30], investigates the detection of unknown objects and
their incremental learning provided with oracle annotations.
Subsequent studies [21, 50] explored contextual informa-
tion to promote knowledge transfer from known classes to
unknown classes. Conversely, another line of work aimed to
reduce interference between known and unknown objects.
For example, Zohar et al. [85] proposed to estimate gen-
eral objectness with a class-agnostic Gaussian distribution.
Wang et al. [71] mitigated the confounding effect of lim-
ited known object labels by using random region proposals.
Most relevant to our work, Ma et al. [49] decoupled object
localization and classification via a cascaded decoder, but
they did not consider the correlation between objectness and
class information, which is a critical aspect of the problem.
Our method systematically addresses such interference in
open world object detection via orthogonalization.
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(a) Detection pipeline (b) Feature and prediction orthogonalization (c) Calibrating orthogonality

Figure 2. Overview of the proposed method for open world object detection. (a) We build on a Fast R-CNN [17] based architecture,
and employ three levels of orthogonality to mitigate interference between objectness and class predictions. (b) Specifically, the feature of
each object proposal is decomposed under a polar coordinate system for separate predictions, followed by a regularization loss that further
decorrelates these predictions. (c) During the learning process, we also incorporate affine transforms to continually calibrate orthogonality.

Orthogonality has been widely exploited in deep learn-
ing. Early literature enforced parameter orthogonality at
network initialization [64] or during training [1, 35, 77] to
improve training stability and generalization. It has since
been extended to feature space and shown to be beneficial
for enhancing discriminative representations [33, 58, 67]
and disentangling different sets of features [6, 41, 70, 73].
Moreover, when used in prediction space, orthogonalizing a
classifier w.r.t. selected attributes improves its fairness [78].
From a more technical perspective, there are two prevalent
methods for orthogonalization, the first being hard orthog-
onalization on the Stiefel manifold [12], a special instance
of which is the Gram-Schmidt process. Whereas the second
implements a soft regularizer to enforce orthogonality [77].
Inspired by these studies, our work leverages multiple levels
of orthogonality to facilitate open world object detection.

3. Method

3.1. Problem formulation

Open world object detection concerns object detection
in an evolving world that continuously adds new unknown
classes to the training data [30]. At any task t, the model re-
ceives labeled data from known classes Kt = {1, 2, . . . , C}
consisting of N images containing multiple object instances
with bounding boxes [xk, yk, wk, hk] and class labels ck.
Importantly, the trained model is required to identify objects
from both known and unknown classes U t = {C + 1, . . .},
the latter of which can then be passed to an annotator to
produce new training data from extended classes Kt+1 =
Kt ∪ {C + 1, . . . , C + n}. By iterating this process, the
object detector is able to continually discover and incorpo-
rate new object classes, thereby adapting to the open world.
However, it poses significant challenges in generalizing de-
tection to unknown objects and incrementally recognizing
them without severely interfering with known classes.

We propose to tackle these challenges with the notion of
orthogonality. In the following, we start with a base detec-
tor (Sec. 3.2) and enforce orthogonality in its feature space
(Sec. 3.3) and prediction space (Sec. 3.4). Lastly, the incre-
mental learning techniques are discussed in Sec. 3.5.

3.2. Base model

We take RandBox [71] as the base model because of its
state-of-the-art performance on known classes. It features
the removal of the region proposal network, resulting in a
Fast R-CNN [17] like architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
Specifically, the model first extracts a feature map from the
input image and uses RoI pooling to obtain object proposal
features f based on randomly sampled bounding boxes.
These features are then forwarded to a detection head h to
generate objectness, category, and localization predictions.
Since our work focuses on the first two parts (objectness
and category), we simply represent the detection head h by
two separate heads hobj and hcls, as in [85]. The objectness
and class probabilities pobj and pcls can be inferred as:

pobj = hobj(f), pcls = hcls(f), (1)

where pcls is distributed over C + 1 classes, including C
known classes and a special unknown category. From this,
we can further derive the joint probability pjoint = pobj · pcls
for each proposal and use it for model training.

The training of the base model is outlined below. First, a
dynamic matcher [7] is applied to associate object propos-
als with the ground truth. The remaining proposals with top
matching scores are pseudo-labeled as unknown objects.
Both are then utilized as learning supervision. In addition,
during sequential training of our model on all new data and
classes as the task progresses, we employ a replay buffer
to retain knowledge of previous objects and mitigate forget-
ting, following the practice led by Joseph et al. [30].
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(a) Base model, r = 0.602.
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(b) Feature orthogonalization, r = 0.433.
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(c) Our full method, r = 0.162.

Figure 3. Correlation between objectness and class predictions. (a) The base model shows a positive correlation between objectness and
known class probability, resulting in lower recall for unknown classes. (b, c) Meanwhile, incorporating orthogonal designs progressively
decorrelates the two predictions and leads to more class-independent detection results. Correlation is measured by the Pearson correlation
coefficient (denoted r) [55] based on the top 100 scoring object proposals from each of 100 random images in the first task of M-OWODB.

3.3. Feature orthogonalization

Unfortunately, the base model has limited recall for un-
known classes, likely due to its detections being correlated
with class information, as evidenced in Fig. 3a. To remedy
this problem and make the detection results more general
and class-agnostic [28, 51], its objectness and class predic-
tion heads are redesigned to operate on two separate sets of
features that are orthogonal to each other.

Orthogonalizing objectness and class features. To ef-
ficiently decompose object features, we resort to a manually
devised scheme that avoids the intensive computation and
optimization errors of prevalent orthogonalization methods.
Concretely, we draw inspiration from the literature on polar
coordinate based decomposition [6, 41, 70] and project ob-
ject features into two orthogonal components of magnitude
and direction. The magnitude stands alone to signify object-
ness, while the direction is used for classification, so that the
two prediction processes can be decoupled. The inference
procedure is depicted in Fig. 2b and can be formulated as:

pobj = hobj(∥f∥), pcls = hcls

(
f

∥f∥

)
. (2)

Noteworthy, such a decomposition largely preserves feature
expressiveness, as angular features have been widely used
in many discriminative tasks [40, 48, 58] and learning set-
tings [16, 26, 68]. Meanwhile, feature magnitude has also
proven useful for some object-centric tasks [6, 47].

Unknown class discrimination. After encoding class
information on a unit hypersphere, it becomes challenging
to model unknown classes, as existing energy-based [30] or
probabilistic [85] methods are designed for Euclidean fea-
ture spaces. We address this issue with a heuristic strategy
based solely on model prediction. Intuitively, unknown ob-
jects can be viewed as outliers with lower prediction con-
fidence and thus can be detected using a confidence-based
criterion, e.g., smaller maximum softmax probability [25].

Let pocls denote the original class prediction and cmax be the
class with the highest probability, then its complement is
assigned to the unknown class probability as follows:

pcls
(
c ∈ U t

)
= pocls

(
c ∈ Kt \ {cmax}

)
, (3)

and the remaining class probabilities are rescaled to ensure
their sum equals to one.

3.4. Prediction orthogonalization

To further disentangle objectness and class predictions
and thereby enhance performance on unknown classes, we
propose to directly enforce orthogonality in the output space
of our object detector. This is accomplished by incorporat-
ing a new regularization loss that penalizes the statistical
correlation between the two predictions.

Decorrelating objectness and class predictions. While
the ideal goal would be to achieve complete independence
between the two predictions, directly assessing dependence
via mutual information is known to be difficult. Therefore,
we opt for a more simplified approach that focuses on the
linear correlation between the two variables. Let pc denote
the c-th class probability, then its linear correlation with the
objectness pobj can be effectively measured by the squared
correlation coefficient [74], yielding the following loss:

Lorth =
∑
c

(cov(pc, pobj))
2

var(pc) var(pobj)
, (4)

where var(·) and cov(·, ·) calculate the variance and covari-
ance across all proposals in a mini-batch. And it is directly
added to the objective function for training.

The effectiveness of these orthogonal designs is verified
in Figs. 3b and 3c. As can be seen, feature orthogonality en-
hances the objectness of unknown classes, while prediction
orthogonality reduces the bias toward known classes. It will
be shown in later experiments that both designs contribute
to higher recall and less confusion for unknown objects.
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Figure 4. Singular value spectrum of object features. Calibrat-
ing orthogonality enhances the uniformity of singular values, thus
facilitating object detection based on a spherical decision bound-
ary. Object features are extracted from the top 500 scoring detec-
tions from 100 random images in the second task of M-OWODB.

3.5. Incremental learning

In addition to detecting open-set objects in a single stage,
open world object detection embodies incremental learning
of new objects, which poses a key challenge of catastrophic
forgetting [52] about known classes due to distribution shift.
To address this issue, we propose a calibration scheme (i.e.,
a lightweight transformation on older representations [66])
that allows the model to remain class-independent and thus
less prone to forgetting during learning.

Calibrating orthogonality under task change. A char-
acteristic manifestation of catastrophic interference in our
model is impaired orthogonality due to representation shift.
As shown intuitively in Fig. 2c, the decision boundary for
objectness can shift from a hypersphere to a hyperellipsoid
and no longer be orthogonal to the angular class features.
This is further supported by the spectrum analysis in Fig. 4,
where the non-uniform singular values, akin to semi-axes
of a hyperellipsoid, indicate the distorted representations.
Building on these observations, we introduce a set of task-
specific affine transformations Mi to calibrate the features
of previous tasks for joint orthogonalization (with Mt = I
for the current task). The calibration process is performed
by feeding the original feature, denoted as fo, into all task-
specific transforms to obtain candidate features Mif

o, and
then taking a weighted sum to form the calibrated feature:

f =

t∑
i=1

wiMif
o, (5)

where w is a one-hot vector specifying the inference path
within the calibration layer, which also helps to mitigate for-
getting through parameter isolation. The routing algorithm
that determines w is presented below.

Routing within the calibration layer. In order to se-
lect the appropriate calibration transformation for each ob-

ject proposal, an estimate of the associated task is required.
Motivated by the practice in Sec. 3.3, we utilize class pre-
diction confidence to assess task probabilities. Specifically,
let pc denote the c-th class probability before routing, then
the i-th task probability πi is set by the maximum softmax
probability [25] in its corresponding class range Ki \Ki−1.
Thus, the routing vector w that controls task-specific cali-
bration can be sampled from the following distribution:

w ∼ Cat(π), πi =
maxc∈Ki\Ki−1 pc

Z
, (6)

where Z is the normalization factor. Since directly choosing
a maximum from the above distribution is not differentiable,
we employ the Gumbel-Max trick [20] to draw a sample:

w = one hot

(
argmax

i
(logπ +G)i

)
, (7)

where G is the Gumbel noise. Then, a Straight-Through
estimator [3, 29] is applied to compute the gradient, allow-
ing for end-to-end training of the sampled routing vector w
with the rest of the calibration parameters.

Lastly, we’d like to note that this calibration layer im-
poses a marginal computational and memory overhead (less
than 0.1% per task in our model). Combined with the other
orthogonal designs, it facilitates knowledge accumulation
of evolving new classes in open world object detection.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental settings

Datasets. We follow the common setup in [49, 85] that
evaluates each method in both open world and incremental
object detection. For open world object detection, we con-
sider the superclass-mixed benchmark (M-OWODB) [30]
and the superclass-separated benchmark (S-OWODB) [21].
The former consists of COCO [38] and PASCAL VOC [13],
while the latter uses only COCO, both grouped into four
non-overlapping tasks, where each task t represents an open
world learning stage with a subset of known classes Kt. For
incremental object detection, the class splits of VOC 2007
proposed in [65] are adopted, including three two-stage in-
cremental settings. More details on dataset splits and their
class semantics are provided in the appendix.

Metrics. The evaluation process considers both known
and unknown classes. For known classes, we employ mean
average precision (mAP) as the only metric, which can be
further divided into mAP for previously known classes and
mAP for currently known classes, reflecting knowledge re-
tention and adaptation, respectively. For unknown classes,
unknown class recall (U-Recall) serves as the main metric,
which measures the ability to retrieve unknown objects. In
addition, we use wilderness impact (WI) [9] and absolute
open-set error (A-OSE) [53] to evaluate the model’s confu-
sion of unknown objects with known classes.
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Task IDs (→) Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4

Method
U-Recall mAP (↑) U-Recall mAP (↑) U-Recall mAP (↑) mAP (↑)

(↑) Current
known (↑) Previously

known
Current
known Both (↑) Previously

known
Current
known Both Previously

known
Current
known Both

ORE [30] 4.9 56.0 2.9 52.7 26.0 39.4 3.9 38.2 12.7 29.7 29.6 12.4 25.3
OST [80] - 56.2 - 53.4 26.5 39.9 - 38.0 12.8 29.6 30.1 13.3 25.9
OW-DETR [21] 7.5 59.2 6.2 53.6 33.5 42.9 5.7 38.3 15.8 30.8 31.4 17.1 27.8
UC-OWOD [76] - 50.7 - 33.1 30.5 31.8 - 28.8 16.3 24.6 25.6 15.9 23.2
ALLOW [50] 13.6 59.3 10.0 53.2 34.0 45.6 14.3 42.6 26.7 38.0 33.5 21.8 30.6
PROB [85] 19.4 59.5 17.4 55.7 32.2 44.0 19.6 43.0 22.2 36.0 35.7 18.9 31.5
CAT [49] 23.7 60.0 19.1 55.5 32.7 44.1 24.4 42.8 18.7 34.8 34.4 16.6 29.9
RandBox [71] 10.6 61.8 6.3 - - 45.3 7.8 - - 39.4 - - 35.4

Base model 8.4 59.8 6.4 54.7 36.7 45.7 8.0 45.8 28.6 40.1 40.7 22.2 36.1
Ours 24.6 61.3 26.3 55.5 38.5 47.0 29.1 46.7 30.6 41.3 42.4 24.3 37.9

ORE [30] 1.5 61.4 3.9 56.5 26.1 40.6 3.6 38.7 23.7 33.7 33.6 26.3 31.8
OW-DETR [21] 5.7 71.5 6.2 62.8 27.5 43.8 6.9 45.2 24.9 38.5 38.2 28.1 33.1
PROB [85] 17.6 73.4 22.3 66.3 36.0 50.4 24.8 47.8 30.4 42.0 42.6 31.7 39.9
CAT [49] 24.0 74.2 23.0 67.6 35.5 50.7 24.6 51.2 32.6 45.0 45.4 35.1 42.8

Base model 5.9 71.5 6.9 58.9 39.2 48.6 8.0 50.4 40.9 47.3 46.5 37.6 44.3
Ours 24.6 71.6 27.9 64.0 39.9 51.3 31.9 52.1 42.2 48.8 48.7 38.8 46.2

Table 1. Open world object detection results on M-OWODB (top) and S-OWODB (bottom). The comparison is presented in terms of
unknown class recall (U-Recall) and mean average precision (mAP) for known objects. For a fair comparison, we compare with ORE [30]
without energy based unknown identification and UC-OWOD [76] without unknown clustering refinement. Our method delivers leading
performance on both known and unknown classes. Note that U-Recall is not calculated for Task 4 because all 80 classes are observed.

Task IDs (→) Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Method U-Recall WI A-OSE U-Recall WI A-OSE U-Recall WI A-OSE
(↑) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓) (↓)

ORE [30] 4.9 0.0621 10459 2.9 0.0282 10445 3.9 0.0211 7990
OST [80] - 0.0417 4889 - 0.0213 2546 - 0.0146 2120
OW-DETR [21] 7.5 0.0571 10240 6.2 0.0278 8441 5.7 0.0156 6803
PROB [85] 19.4 0.0569 5195 17.4 0.0344 6452 19.6 0.0151 2641
RandBox [71] 10.6 0.0240 4498 6.3 0.0078 1880 7.8 0.0054 1452

Base model 8.4 0.0244 5922 6.4 0.0073 2126 8.0 0.0052 1696
Ours 24.6 0.0299 4148 26.3 0.0099 1791 29.1 0.0077 1345

Table 2. Unknown object confusion on M-OWODB. The comparison is shown in terms of unknown class recall (U-Recall), wilderness
impact (WI) and absolute open set error (A-OSE). Our method demonstrates state-of-the-art performance in U-Recall and A-OSE, while
maintaining a competitive WI over most baselines. Note that these metrics are not calculated for Task 4 because all 80 classes are known.

Implementation details. We modify on RandBox [71]
which adopts a Fast R-CNN [17] based architecture. It uses
a ResNet-50 backbone [23] pretrained on ImageNet [62],
with an alternative choice being explored in the appendix.
The classification head in our model is a linear classifier,
while the objectness head uses Batch Normalization [27].
Our model is trained with the AdamW optimizer [46] and a
batch size of 12, following [71]. The training epochs for
open world and incremental object detection follow [31,
71], taking about 36 and 8 hours on four NVIDIA 2080 Ti
GPUs. The weight of the decorrelation loss is set to 1.0.
A threshold of 0.15 is used to select the detection results.
The code implementation is based on Detectron2 [75].

4.2. Main results

Open world object detection. The comparisons on M-
OWODB and S-OWODB are summarized in Tab. 1. Our
method shows consistent improvement over the base model,
often achieving state-of-the-art results for both unknown
class recall (U-Recall) and mean average precision (mAP).
Specifically, for U-Recall, our method consistently outper-
forms the previous leading method CAT [49] by up to 7.3%.
In terms of mAP, we surpass the most advanced baselines
by 1.4–2.5% and 0.6–3.8% on the last three tasks of both
benchmarks. The only metric where our performance lags
is mAP on the first task, but this can be effectively addressed
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ILOD [65] 69.9 70.4 69.4 54.3 48.0 68.7 78.9 68.4 45.5 58.1 59.7 72.7 73.5 73.2 66.3 29.5 63.4 61.6 69.3 62.2 63.2
Faster ILOD [56] 72.8 75.7 71.2 60.5 61.7 70.4 83.3 76.6 53.1 72.3 36.7 70.9 66.8 67.6 66.1 24.7 63.1 48.1 57.1 43.6 62.1
ORE [30] 63.5 70.9 58.9 42.9 34.1 76.2 80.7 76.3 34.1 66.1 56.1 70.4 80.2 72.3 81.8 42.7 71.6 68.1 77.0 67.7 64.5
Meta-ILOD [31] 76.0 74.6 67.5 55.9 57.6 75.1 85.4 77.0 43.7 70.8 60.1 66.4 76.0 72.6 74.6 39.7 64.0 60.2 68.5 60.5 66.3
ROSETTA [79] 74.2 76.2 64.9 54.4 57.4 76.1 84.4 68.8 52.4 67.0 62.9 63.3 79.8 72.8 78.1 40.1 62.3 61.2 72.4 66.8 66.8
OW-DETR [21] 61.8 69.1 67.8 45.8 47.3 78.3 78.4 78.6 36.2 71.5 57.5 75.3 76.2 77.4 79.5 40.1 66.8 66.3 75.6 64.1 65.7
PROB [85] 70.4 75.4 67.3 48.1 55.9 73.5 78.5 75.4 42.8 72.2 64.2 73.8 76.0 74.8 75.3 40.2 66.2 73.3 64.4 64.0 66.5
CAT [49] 76.5 75.7 67.0 51.0 62.4 73.2 82.3 83.7 42.7 64.4 56.8 74.1 75.8 79.2 78.1 39.9 65.1 59.6 78.4 67.4 67.7

Base model 80.8 74.1 77.1 58.0 63.0 79.1 88.8 82.6 48.9 49.8 62.2 77.2 79.2 79.1 81.5 40.9 49.2 67.6 78.9 77.5 69.8
Ours 82.4 77.3 78.2 59.7 61.2 84.3 90.1 80.2 49.8 81.7 58.2 74.0 82.9 81.0 81.2 38.3 70.8 68.0 77.4 70.2 72.3

15 + 5 setting aero cycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse bike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP

ILOD [65] 70.5 79.2 68.8 59.1 53.2 75.4 79.4 78.8 46.6 59.4 59.0 75.8 71.8 78.6 69.6 33.7 61.5 63.1 71.7 62.2 65.8
Faster ILOD [56] 66.5 78.1 71.8 54.6 61.4 68.4 82.6 82.7 52.1 74.3 63.1 78.6 80.5 78.4 80.4 36.7 61.7 59.3 67.9 59.1 67.9
ORE [30] 75.4 81.0 67.1 51.9 55.7 77.2 85.6 81.7 46.1 76.2 55.4 76.7 86.2 78.5 82.1 32.8 63.6 54.7 77.7 64.6 68.5
Meta-ILOD [31] 78.4 79.7 66.9 54.8 56.2 77.7 84.6 79.1 47.7 75.0 61.8 74.7 81.6 77.5 80.2 37.8 58.0 54.6 73.0 56.1 67.8
ROSETTA [79] 76.5 77.5 65.1 56.0 60.0 78.3 85.5 78.7 49.5 68.2 67.4 71.2 83.9 75.7 82.0 43.0 60.6 64.1 72.8 67.4 69.2
OW-DETR [21] 77.1 76.5 69.2 51.3 61.3 79.8 84.2 81.0 49.7 79.6 58.1 79.0 83.1 67.8 85.4 33.2 65.1 62.0 73.9 65.0 69.4
PROB [85] 77.9 77.0 77.5 56.7 63.9 75.0 85.5 82.3 50.0 78.5 63.1 75.8 80.0 78.3 77.2 38.4 69.8 57.1 73.7 64.9 70.1
CAT [49] 75.3 81.0 84.4 64.5 56.6 74.4 84.1 86.6 53.0 70.1 72.4 83.4 85.5 81.6 81.0 32.0 58.6 60.7 81.6 63.5 72.2

Base model 84.1 82.6 78.7 55.7 62.1 76.5 86.9 85.8 50.6 69.8 63.3 85.9 77.6 80.9 82.4 42.6 60.4 68.2 79.2 75.2 72.4
Ours 82.7 80.4 78.5 55.3 65.5 81.0 89.8 85.9 52.6 84.6 62.3 78.4 82.7 81.1 84.2 46.5 71.6 79.0 82.5 79.2 74.7

19 + 1 setting aero cycle bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse bike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP

ILOD [65] 69.4 79.3 69.5 57.4 45.4 78.4 79.1 80.5 45.7 76.3 64.8 77.2 80.8 77.5 70.1 42.3 67.5 64.4 76.7 62.7 68.2
Faster ILOD [56] 64.2 74.7 73.2 55.5 53.7 70.8 82.9 82.6 51.6 79.7 58.7 78.8 81.8 75.3 77.4 43.1 73.8 61.7 69.8 61.1 68.5
ORE [30] 67.3 76.8 60.0 48.4 58.8 81.1 86.5 75.8 41.5 79.6 54.6 72.8 85.9 81.7 82.4 44.8 75.8 68.2 75.7 60.1 68.8
Meta-ILOD [31] 78.2 77.5 69.4 55.0 56.0 78.4 84.2 79.2 46.6 79.0 63.2 78.5 82.7 79.1 79.9 44.1 73.2 66.3 76.4 57.6 70.2
ROSETTA [79] 75.3 77.9 65.3 56.2 55.3 79.6 84.6 72.9 49.2 73.7 68.3 71.0 78.9 77.7 80.7 44.0 69.6 68.5 76.1 68.3 69.6
OW-DETR [21] 70.5 77.2 73.8 54.0 55.6 79.0 80.8 80.6 43.2 80.4 53.5 77.5 89.5 82.0 74.7 43.3 71.9 66.6 79.4 62.0 70.2
PROB [85] 80.3 78.9 77.6 59.7 63.7 75.2 86.0 83.9 53.7 82.8 66.5 82.7 80.6 83.8 77.9 48.9 74.5 69.9 77.6 48.5 72.6
CAT [49] 86.0 85.8 78.8 65.3 61.3 71.4 84.8 84.8 52.9 78.4 71.6 82.7 83.8 81.2 80.7 43.7 75.9 58.5 85.2 61.1 73.8

Base model 85.3 80.8 78.3 56.6 62.7 79.0 87.3 84.0 48.4 75.0 69.2 82.1 82.9 76.8 82.1 44.6 69.1 69.7 81.5 72.8 73.4
Ours 83.8 84.7 77.0 62.9 60.8 80.9 88.6 85.8 51.1 81.4 67.2 86.7 86.3 83.4 83.4 44.7 74.5 73.1 81.1 74.9 75.6

Table 3. Incremental object detection results on PASCAL VOC. The comparison is shown in terms of per-class mAP and overall mAP.
Three incremental settings are considered, where the model is first trained on 10, 15, or 19 classes, and then incrementally updated on the
remaining 10, 5, or 1 class(es). Our method outperforms existing baselines on both the current classes and the previously seen classes.

through incremental learning. It is worth mentioning that
although the baselines PROB [85] and CAT also incorpo-
rate decoupling of class information, our orthogonality ap-
proach clearly outperforms them, even with a simpler base
architecture and thus a lower computational cost.

We further examine unknown class confusion in Tab. 2.
As can be seen, our method yields state-of-the-art absolute
open-set error (A-OSE) and U-Recall while maintaining a
very competitive wilderness impact (WI). In fact, our WI is
lower than most baselines except RandBox [71], indicating
effective discrimination of unknown classes.

Incremental object detection. As first discovered by
Joseph et al. [31] and then verified in [21, 49, 85], explicit
modeling of unknown objects can enhance the performance
for incremental object detection. Therefore, we adapt our
method to this setup and summarize the results in Tab. 3.
While the base model built on RandBox is already very per-
formant, our full method further improves the overall mAP,

surpassing existing baselines by a remarkable 1.8–4.6%. In
particular, the average mAP for previous classes is elevated
by 1.4–4.3% over the base model, underscoring the efficacy
of our designs in mitigating catastrophic forgetting.

4.3. Visualization

For a more intuitive illustration of our open-world per-
formance, Fig. 5 presents a comparison with RandBox af-
ter the second task of M-OWODB. Our method manages to
identify different types of objects, including some unknown
objects in rare textures where RandBox falls short, such as
the kite in the first image and the bed in the fourth image.
Also, the confusion between known and unknown objects
is mitigated, as showcased by our method accurately de-
tecting the surfboard (which is an unseen category) in the
second image without misclassifying it into known classes.
Lastly, thanks to the better object representations learned by
our approach, the localization of unknown objects signifi-
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Figure 5. Qualitative results on M-OWODB. We compare with a leading open world object detector RandBox [71] in terms of known
and unknown object detections after the second stage of M-OWODB. Each image pair uses the same score threshold for a fair comparison.

Task 1 U-Recall (↑) K-mAP (↑) WI (↓) A-OSE (↓)

Base model 8.4 59.8 0.0244 5922
Feature 18.2 61.3 0.0276 4455
Prediction 15.2 59.9 0.0257 4645
Ours 24.6 61.3 0.0299 4148

Task 2
U-Recall mAP (↑)

(↑) Previously
known

Current
known Both

Base model 6.4 54.7 36.7 45.7
– calibration 17.2 54.6 37.3 45.9
Ours 26.3 55.5 38.5 47.0

Table 4. Ablation studies of orthogonal designs on M-OWODB. Feature, prediction, and calibration denote the designs in Secs. 3.3, 3.4
and 3.5, respectively. K-mAP denotes mAP on known classes. It is clearly shown that all our designs contribute to the final performance.

cantly outperforms RandBox, as evidenced by the toy car
in the third image. These examples clearly demonstrate the
superiority of our method in detecting unknown objects and
reducing confusion between unknown and known classes.

4.4. Ablation studies

Table 4 validates the effectiveness of our main orthog-
onal designs. For hyperparameter sensitivity and more de-
tailed ablation experiments, please see the appendix.

In the first task of M-OWODB, feature orthogonaliza-
tion improves U-recall by 9.8% and K-mAP by 1.5%, while
prediction orthogonality increases U-recall by an additional
6.4%, confirming their efficacy in detecting known and un-
known objects. For unknown class confusion, both designs
clearly reduce A-OSE, albeit with a slight increase in WI.
Nevertheless, their confusions in terms of WI remain lower
than most baseline methods, as shown earlier in Tab. 2.

The effectiveness of calibrating orthogonality is exem-
plified in the second task of M-OWODB. While our method
without calibration yields a high U-Recall, its performance

is saturated in terms of mAP, especially for the previously
known classes, indicating reduced efficacy during incre-
mental learning. In contrast, our calibration scheme delivers
notable improvements in U-Recall (by 9.1%) and mAP (by
0.9–1.2%), effectively mitigating catastrophic inference.

5. Conclusion

This paper describes a simple and effective framework
that exploits class-independent information for open world
object detection. Specifically, we enforce orthogonality at
multiple levels during object detection, including a feature
orthogonalization scheme to disentangle different heads and
a decorrelation loss that operates in the prediction space.
In addition, a cross-task calibration layer is developed to
maintain feature orthogonality when learning new classes.
Finally, our method is extensively validated on both open
world and incremental object detection benchmarks.

Acknowledgement: This work is supported by National
Key R&D Program of China (2022ZD0160300).
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